ANDREA POLSINELLI BECOMES CO-OWNER
OF INFORMATIONAL DATA TECHNOLOGIES
November 15, 2020 - WATERTOWN, SOUTH DAKOTA

Founding employee, daughter of the late Angelo Polsinelli, and former Operations Manager, Andrea
Polsinelli (Shupe), has bought out Rod Redlin effectively becoming co-owner with Irene Polsinelli. As
Informational Data Technologies celebrates ten years of serving rural areas with their satellite-based
AMR technology, innovation is key for the next 10 years.
Andrea plans to push IDT into new phases of product and solution development whereby she will
increase IDT's presence in the rural water market as well as advance efforts to educate other markets
and industries about the importance of water monitoring. IDT has been making strides in new
markets and ventures under her leadership as Operations Manager and will continue forward with her
as Executive Vice President.
"Big things are coming to IDT. With the help of my co-owner, Irene, and our management team we are
excited to see how we can transform IDT. We have already launched a new product line and are
placing more focus on areas where the advantages of AMR/AMI technologies can be most impactful.
As always, IDT will continue to serve our communities and, as always, fill the void where larger
companies fall short in getting data delivered. We have always been customer-focused and will
continue to do so as long as we are in business," said Andrea when asked about the change in
ownership. She also stated the company will be welcoming new partners and new channels as they
grow to serve more industries.
Informational Data Technologies is a software-as-a-service company that provides data collection and
delivery through satellite-based devices. These devices gather meter readings from a wide range of
meters and display the data on their web-based platform that is accessible from a variety of devices.
IDT is dedicated to educating those in the water industry as well as agricultural and energy markets on
the importance of gathering and analyzing water data to prevent loss and conserve water as much as
possible.
For more information on Informational Data Technologies, visit www.idt.us.com or email
info@idt.us.com.
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